
NSQ 2018 Meeting CONFLICT RESOLUTION     6:00 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.  
 
Registration Update: We’re FULL! 
Upcoming Fundraisers 
 
Game- Sumo Rock / Paper / Scissors 
Conflict Mediation- What to do when stuff hits fans. 

1. De-escalate/Separate-What are some strategies for de-escelation? 
2. Mediation: 

Safe and equal space, Don’t choose sides, Validate emotions and perspective
Communication, Campers Take turns speaking, no interruptions 

 
  OTFD 

Observe: What I see  
Think: Why I think it happened 
 Feel: I feel _____. (no “Like”)  
Desire: What I desire for resolution 

 Resolution 
Campers suggest solutions  
Plan to move forward (Don’t dwell in the past) 
Make sure everyone understands the “agreement” 

 
Call Ins and Interrupting Harm (When do we intervene?) 

Instead of “calling someone out” for bad behavior, how could we “call them in” to 
understanding the effect of their actions and how to improve? 

After calling in, use OTFD for complex issues. 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  Quick Break  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Game: Shake your Beauty 
 
Role Play- First do it right, then do it wrong, just for lolz 
 

RP1: Girl vs Girl- The pen scenario 
“campers” decide what your conflict is about and what it’s ‘really’ about 
“staff” mediate the conflict to resolution 

 
RP 2: Counselor vs Counselor- Divide and conquer?  I think not. 

“camper” ask 2 counselors same question to get the answer you want 
“counselor 1” say ‘no’ 
“counselor 2” say ‘yes’ 
“counselor 1” deal with your contradictory co-counselor  
 

RP 3: Counselor vs Girls- Stay out of my bubble please 
“camper” push her boundaries, and don’t let up 
“counselor 1” try and maintain boundaries, but find it difficult 
“counselor 2” step in and be assertive 

 
RP 4: Microagression 

“Camper 1” asks another camper who is a person of color where they are from. 
“Camper 2” shuts down, seems quiet. 
“Counselor” intervene with a call in, and empathy check. 

 
Check out: SINGING! 


